INTRODUCTION

Today’s patients expect longevity, function, and esthetics from their implant-supported restorations. The esthetic outcome of an implant-supported restoration is dependent on the soft tissue contour and affected by the appropriate positioning of the implant. However, the presenting anatomy of the anterior maxilla often does not allow for an implant angulation that will allow a screw-retained restoration without the use of additional components. Often the remedy for this type of implant angulation is to provide an abutment designed to receive a cemented restoration. Cemented restorations have disadvantages compared with screw-retained restorations, including the consequences of excess cement and lack of retrievability.

Several authors have advocated approaching ideal implant placement from a 3-dimensional perspective. They describe the most significant error in implant positioning as angling the implant too far facially, thereby apically displacing the soft tissue contours of the restoration.

The use of screw-retained or cemented preangled abutments is a prosthetic option. However, these components require implants to be placed more apically to accommodate the labial dimensions of preangled abutments whether they are for screw or cemented restorations. Also, timing these abutments with the nonrotating feature of the abutments and the cost of additional components can be issues.

In 2004, a novel abutment design (Dynamic Abutment; Talladium International Implantology) became commercially available. This abutment can allow a deviation of the restoration screw access angle to the implant angle of up to 28 degrees while allowing a screw-retained restoration to be connected directly to the platform of the implant. The purpose of this article was to describe the components, technique, and clinical use of this abutment.

ABSTRACT

The esthetic outcome of implant-supported restorations is affected by the implant position. A well-placed implant will allow appropriate contours of the restoration and together with an adequate volume of soft tissue will result in a functional and esthetic restoration. When a screw-retained restoration is anticipated, an implant that is angled too far facially would be esthetically unacceptable.

In 2004, an abutment called the Dynamic Abutment (Talladium International Implantology) became commercially available. This abutment can allow a deviation of the restoration screw access angle to the implant angle of up to 28 degrees while allowing a screw-retained restoration to be connected directly to the platform of the implant. The purpose of this article was to describe the components, technique, and clinical use of this abutment.
amount of stress on prostheses and the surrounding bone than that associated with straight abutments. However, survival studies did not demonstrate a significant decrease in prosthesis longevity when angled abutments were used. Furthermore, there was no additional bone loss adjacent to implants that supported angled abutments compared with straight abutments, and angled abutments did not lead to an increased incidence of screw loosening.

The Dynamic Abutment consists of a base with a semisphere on which a burnout chimney sits and which can be freely moved to deviate from the axis by up to 28 degrees (Fig. 2). The fixation screw is unique and allows tightening while off axis with a screwdriver with a hexagonal 1.30-mm-faceted sphere.

This abutment is made to be compatible with the following implant systems: Straumann, Dentsply Astra Tech, Nobel Biocare (Bränemark system, Replace, Standard and Multiunit abutments), Biomet 3i, BTI, Phibo...
The treatment plan included the extraction of this tooth, followed by an implant-supported restoration. She was referred to a periodontist who extracted the tooth together with the infected tissue and then placed an implant (Osseotite 4 mm platform 13 mm length; Biomet 3i). Good primary stability was obtained. Simultaneously, a connective tissue graft was placed with a tunnel technique to compensate for the resorption of the facial bone; this graft also served to seal the wound and conceal underlying implant restorative material. The radiograph revealed that the interproximal bone of the adjacent teeth was favorable to the maintenance of an interproximal papilla (Fig. 4).

A resin-bonded, partial fixed dental prosthesis with a metal framework and acrylic resin pontic was bonded to the adjacent teeth as an interim restoration during implant integration. Space was provided between the pontic and the edentulous ridge to facilitate connective tissue graft expansion.

In order to obtain an esthetic outcome, the implant restoration contour should transition from the dimensions of the implant platform to the correct cervical tooth anatomy; this is facilitated by using an interim restoration to form the periimplant mucosa. This was accomplished by making a preliminary impression of the implant poured with stone (Snow White; Kerr Corp). The stone around the implant was contoured to the appropriate cervical tooth anatomy, and a screw-retained interim restoration was created to fill the space. The resulting interim restoration was placed clinically and gradually displaced the soft tissues as directed by the shape of the submucosal contours of the interim restoration.

Su et al described the importance of soft tissue esthetics in relation to the emergence profile. This profile is largely determined by the soft tissues forming around the interim restoration. This submucosal contour can be provided to the dental technician so that it can be predictably replicated on the definitive restoration.

The definitive impression was made with polyether material (Impregum Penta H and L Garant Duosoft; 3M ESPE) and a custom tray and poured with Type IV stone (Fujirock; GC). The screw access as determined by the angulation of the implant was located at the incisal edge of the central incisor. This was altered with use of the Dynamic Abutment. Figure 5 shows the change of the angulation and how the screw access of the implant was redirected to the palatal surface of the restoration. The framework wax pattern was completed over the cylinder and was invested, burned out, and cast in a gold-palladium alloy (Esteticor Blancor; Cendres+Métaux). The porcelain (Creation; Willi Geller International) was then completed and delivered to the patient (Fig. 6).

**DISCUSSION**

Abutment angulation has been widely documented. Sethi et al reported on more than 2000 angled abutments with a survival rate of 98.6% over a 5-year period and 98.2% over a 14-year period. Eger et al compared clinical parameters such as probing depths, gingival level, gingival index, and mobility between implants restored...
with angled and standard abutments and found no significant difference for any of the parameters examined.

Ha et al. compared the removal torque values (RTVs) of different abutments (straight, angled, and gold pr-machined direct) in external- and internal-hexagon implants after dynamic cyclic loading. They found that the angled abutment group showed significantly higher RTVs.

Early results from ongoing studies related to the Dynamic Abutment and investigating the ultimate fracture strength and RTV after cyclic loading at 5 different angulations at the Ostrow School of Dentistry of the University of Southern California indicate favorable retention of these abutments at different angulations.

**SUMMARY**

Implant-supported screw-retained restorations have the benefit of retrievability and do not have the liability of retained excess cement. When implants are placed within a 28-degree variance of the ideal trajectory, the Dynamic Abutment can be used and requires no increased depth of the implant or additional components.
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